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Pure Glass Collection
With its beautifully simple lines and crisp and
clear geometry, there is nothing like pure
glass. Understated designs, both timeless
and contemporary, manufactured to a
renowned high-standard, Greenapple’s
Pure Glass Collection is simply irresistable.

14 - 43
Glass+ Collection
Greenapple glass works effortlessly alongside
a sumptuous selection of wood veneers,
smooth metal and chic high-gloss finishes
to create a furniture collection of distinction.
Joyously celebrating the marriage of different
media, Greenapple’s Glass+ Collection does
everything promised by its name, and a lot
more besides…

Combi

A	Combi lamp table
50 x 50 x 50cm
Smoked glass GA302
Clear glass GA402

12mm clear or smoked curved glass with magazine storage

Xeon
12mm clear curved glass

B	Combi coffee table
120 x 70 x 40cm

A	Xeon lamp table
LY5511
60 x 55 x 46cm
B	Xeon coffee table
LY5510
120 x 70 x 35cm

Smoked glass GA300
Clear glass GA400
A

A

Xeon’s simple design, with sleek
lines, suits both contemporary
and traditional interiors

Simple and stylish furniture
designed to enhance any interior

Subtle glass folds create
Xeon’s elegant shape

B
Choice of clear or
smoked glass

B

Built-in
magazine
storage in
all tables
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Ripple

A	Ripple coffee table
LY5610
120 x 70 x 36cm

12mm curved glass with a smoked glass shelf

B	Ripple lamp table
LY5611
55 x 55 x 46cm
C	Ripple console
table LY5612
113 x 40 x 75cm

A

Beautifully-crafted
curved glass with a
quirky rippled glass shelf

B

C

Perfect for any
contemporary hallway
or office
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Arc

A	Arc console table
GA101
125 x 43 x 68.5cm

12mm curved glass

B	Arc nest of tables
GA102
56 x 50 x 45cm
C	Arc lamp table
GA103
60 x 60 x 47cm

A

D	Arc coffee table
GA100
110 x 60 x 38.5cm
E	Arc desk GA104
120 x 78 x 71cm

B

Choice of a single lamp table or a
nest of tables, for maximum flexibility

C

Simple and stylish furniture
designed to enhance any interior

D

E

12mm glass is used
to create all tables
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A Lamp table 59983B
12mm glass with
10mm shelf
50 x 60 x 60cm

A

59262
10mm glass
40 x 40 x 50cm

This lamp table
comes in two sizes

B	Rectangular coffee
table 59980B
12mm tempered
glass with 10mm
tempered glass shelf
120 x 70 x 40cm
C	Console table 59987
12mm tempered
glass with 10mm
tempered glass shelf
125 x 30 x 75cm

B

C
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Simple geometric styling
that blends with any interior
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Occasional tables.
All with 10mm glass
unless specified

A

A	Glass shelf unit,
small 59113WL
10mm glass
	40 x 40 x 90cm
with wheels

A	Round table and
magazine rack
59565
45 x 42cm
B	Square table and
magazine rack
59566
12mm glass with
10mm glass ‘V’
60 x 60 x 40cm

Choose from circular or
square – both with built-in
magazine storage

	40 x 40 x 94cm
with legs

Versatile sheving unit with
a choice of wheels or legs

B	Column display
pedestal 59425
8mm glass
30 x 30 x 80cm

A

B

C	Round table with
c-shape base 59738
50 x 56.5cm

C	Display stand
59739
10mm glass
25 x 56cm
D	Display stand
59740
10mm glass
30 x 73cm

D	Round occasional
table 59128
50 x 56.5cm
E Square table with
v-shape base 59117
60 x 40 x 56cm

B

C

D

D

C
E

10mm glass
with a
bevelled top
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Elegant circular display
stands, in two sizes
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Glass+
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Alexis

A Alexis coffee table
GA6010
120 x 70 x 40cm

Polished stainless steel frame with a 12mm marble effect tempered glass top

B Alexis lamp table
GA6011
50 x 50 x 50cm

A

C Alexis console
table GA6012
115 x 35 x 75cm

Sleek marble effect top
with graceful curved legs

D Alexis dining table
GA6013
170 x 90 x 75cm
(seats 6)
E	Alexis black dining
chair GA6014B
56 x 65 x 101cm
F Alexis silver dining
chair GA6014S
56 x 65 x 101cm

B
Add a touch of glamour
to a hallway, living room
or bedroom

C

12mm tempered glass top
on all tables

D

E

F
Luxurious crushed velvet
dining chairs in a choice
of silver or black – or a
combination of both

SEATS UP TO

6

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)
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Peru
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Peru

A Peru coffee table
GA7010
120 x 70 x 40cm

Curved ceramic top with 8mm tempered glass with powder-coated
metal legs. The dining table has an ingenious rotating mechanism

B Peru lamp table
GA7011
55 x 55 x 50cm
C Peru console table
GA7012
110 x 40 x 75cm

A

Peru makes a
contemporary statement
with clean lines and
simple detailing

D	Peru rotating
extending dining
table GA7013
120 x 90 x 77cm
190cm extended
(seats 6-8)
E	Peru dining chair
GA7014
44.5 x 47 x 96cm

Natural ceramic top to
complement both modern
and traditional interiors

B

C

Extendable top
with smooth
rotating action

D

SEATS UP TO

E

8

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

Padded fabric
dining chair

Dining table can be
displayed closed or open
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Rimini black
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Rimini black

A Rimini black coffee
table GA0723T3
120 x 70 x 40cm
B	Rimini black lamp
table GA0724T3
54 x 54 x 54cm

High gloss black with stainless steel detailing. All tables have a
4mm tempered glass top and a polished stainless steel base

C	Rimini black
console table
GA0725T3
110 x 40 x 80cm

A

Rimini grey

H	Rimini grey lamp
table GA0204T3
54 x 54 x 54cm

High gloss grey with white detailing. All tables have a
4mm tempered glass top and a polished stainless steel base

I	Rimini grey console
table GA205T3
110 x 40 x 80cm

G

D	Rimini black dining
table GA0726T3
160 x 90 x 75cm
215cm extended
(seats 6-8)

High gloss finish
and a polished
stainless steel base

G Rimini grey coffee
table GA0203T3
120 x 70 x 40cm

J	Rimini grey dining
table GA0206T3
160 x 90 x 75cm
215cm extended
(seats 6-8)

High gloss
grey with gloss
white detailing

K	Rimini grey dining
chair GA0207T3
44 x 55 x 104cm

E	Rimini black dining
chair GA0727T3
44 x 55 x 104cm

B

4mm tempered glass top
on all Rimini tables

F	Rimini black
sideboard
GA0729T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

H
Elegant curved top and
stem with a polished
stainless steel base

L	Rimini grey
sideboard
GA0209T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

I

C

Extendable top to seat
up to eight guests

Extendable top – 215cm
when fully open

D

J

SEATS UP TO

8

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

E

SEATS UP TO

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

3-drawer sideboard with
side cupboards – all featuring
a soft-close mechanism

K
Black and silver dining
chair with stainless
steel legs. Can be
purchased separately or
as part of a dining set
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8
3-drawer sideboard with
side cupboards – all featuring
a soft-close mechanism

L

F
Grey and white dining
chair with stainless
steel legs. Can be
purchased separately or
as part of a dining set
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Rimini white

A Rimini white coffee
table GA0623T3
120 x 70 x 40cm
B	Rimini white lamp
table GA0624T3
54 x 54 x 54cm

High gloss white with grey detailing. All tables have a
4mm tempered glass top and a polished stainless steel base

C	Rimini white
console table
GA0625T3
110 x 40 x 80cm

A

D	Rimini white dining
table GA0626T3
160 x 90 x 75cm
215cm extended
(seats 6-8)

High gloss
white with gloss
grey colour bands

E	Rimini white dining
chair GA0207T3
44 x 55 x 104cm
F	Rimini white
sideboard
GA0629T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

B

C

Extendable top – 215cm
when fully open

D

SEATS UP TO

8

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

E

3-drawer sideboard with
side cupboards – all featuring
a soft-close mechanism

F
Grey and white dining
chair with stainless
steel legs. Can be
purchased separately or
as part of a dining set
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Magic

A	Magic lamp table
ECLIPSE
LY6234
Rose
gold painted
55 x 55 x 50cm

Tempered clear glass top and polished stainless steel base. The rotating
coffee table has 12mm glass, whilst the lamp table has 10mm glass

A

stainless steel base,
10-12mm
tempered
B	Magic rotating
smoked
glass
coffee table top
LY6233
	135 x 80 x 42cm,
A fully
Eclipse
rotating
extended
coffee
table
		
	80 x 80 x 42cm,
GA7233
closed
80 x 80 x 42cm
135cm extended
Also
available
in rose
(rotates
360°)
gold with smoked glass
B
Eclipse
lamp
table
– see
Eclipse
range
on
GA7234
page 30.
55 x 55 x 50cm

Tempered glass top
with a shiny stainless
steel base

B

Innovative rotating design
– can be displayed open
or closed
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Eclipse

A
Eclipse lamp table
ECLIPSE
GA7234
Rose
gold painted
55 x 55 x 50cm

Tempered smoked glass top and rose gold polished stainless steel base.
The rotating coffee table has 12mm glass whilst the lamp table has 10mm glass
A

stainless steel base,
10-12mm tempered
B Eclipse rotating
smoked glass top

coffee table 		
GA7233
A Eclipse rotating
80 x 80 x 42cm
coffee table 		
135cm extended
GA7233
(rotates 360°)
80 x 80 x 42cm
135cm extended
(rotates
360°)
Also
available
in shiny
stainless steel with clear
B Eclipse lamp table
glass – see Magic range
GA7234
on page 28.
55 x i u x 50cm

Hazel

A	Hazel coffee table
GA1210
138 x 70 x 45cm,
fully extended

Polished stainless steel base, with real wood veneer and tempered
10mm smoked glass tops. The coffee table has a clever rotating mechanism

	100 x 70 x 45cm,
closed
B	Hazel console table
GA1212
115 x 35 x 75cm

A

C	Hazel lamp table
GA1211
50 x 50 x 52cm
D	Hazel dining table
GA1213
	180 x 90 x 75cm
(seats 8)

The multi-level rotating coffee table
can be displayed open or closed
Eye catching
on-trend rose gold
polished base
The rotating top can
can be extended or
closed, with just a
simple twist

B

B

C

B

Real wood veneer adds
warmth, and complements
both the smoked glass and
the polished metal base

D

The tempered
smoked glass is
both safe
and durable
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Tempered smoked glass
top on all tables

SEATS UP TO

8
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Moulin

A	Moulin coffee table
LY7500
120 x 70 x 40cm

Polished stainless steel legs with white painted glass top

B	Moulin console
table LY7502
110 x 35 x 75cm

A

C	Moulin table lamp
LY7501
50 x 50 x 50cm
D	Moulin dining table
LY7503
	160 x 100 x 76cm
(seats 6)

Curved polished
stainless steel legs

B

C

Beautifully painted white
top complements the
curvaceous legs

D

SEATS UP TO
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Mauritius
12mm curved glass with black or white painted gloss drawers

A	Mauritius coffee table
110 x 60 x 40cm
	Black LY1201
White LY1301
B	Mauritius console table
110 x 40 x 85cm

A

Black LY1203
White LY1303
C	Mauritius lamp table
50 x 50 x 50cm
Black LY1202
White LY1302

12mm clear glass with either
black or white drawers

B

Adds a contemporary look
to both home or office

C

A soft-close
mechanism
is fitted to all
drawers
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Saturn white
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Saturn white

A Saturn white coffee
table GA2700T3
120 x 70 x 45cm

High gloss white top with a grey eliptical stem. All tables have a
4mm tempered glass top and a polished stainless steel base

B Saturn white lamp
table GA2701T3
51 x 50 x 50cm

Saturn black

Striking eliptical
design with a polished
stainless steel base

I Saturn black 		
console table
GA2602T3
115 x 35 x 87cm

G

D Saturn white dining
table GA2703T3
170 x 90 x 76cm
220cm extended
(seats 6-8)

J Saturn black dining
table GA2603T3
170 x 90 x 76cm
220cm extended
(seats 6-8)

E Saturn white dining
chair GA0207T3
44 x 55 x 104cm

K Saturn black dining
chair GA2604T3
44 x 55 x 104cm

F Saturn white 		
sideboard
GA2709T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

B

H Saturn black lamp
table GA2601T3
51 x 50 x 50cm

High gloss black top with grey eliptical stem. All tables have a
4mm tempered glass top and a polished stainless steel base

C Saturn white 		
console table
GA2702T3
115 x 35 x 87cm

A

G Saturn black coffee
table GA2600T3
120 x 70 x 45cm

L Saturn black 		
sideboard
GA2609T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

H

Saturn grey 		
sideboard
GA2809T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

4mm tempered
glass top on all
Saturn tables

Saturn grey 		
sideboard
GA2809T3
150 x 45 x 80cm

I
Extendable top to seat
up to eight guests

Extendable top –
215cm when fully open

C

D

J

SEATS UP TO

E
Grey and white dining
chair with stainless
steel legs. Can be
purchased separately or
as part of a dining set
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8

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

3-drawer sideboard with
side cupboards – all featuring
a soft-close mechanism

SEATS UP TO

8

3-drawer sideboard with
side cupboards – all featuring
a soft-close mechanism

Dining sets available
(table & four chairs)

K
L

F
Black and grey dining
chair with stainless
steel legs. Can be
purchased separately or
as part of a dining set
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Orion

A	Orion coffee table
GA8285
115 x 70 x 40cm

Polished stainless steel base with a 12mm tempered glass top

B	Orion console table
GA8287
115 x 35 x 75cm

A

C	Orion lamp table
GA8286
50 x 50 x 50cm

Dubai
Tempered glass, steel and stainless steel stems and a matt painted base.
The rotating coffee table has 12mm glass whilst the lamp table has 10mm glass
A

A Dubai rotating
coffee table
70 x 70 x 50cm
108cm extended
(rotates 270°)
Black GA1005
White GA1007
B Dubai lamp table
48 x 48 x 50cm

D	Orion dining table
GA8288
	
180 x 90 x 75cm
(seats 8)
Create a statement
with Orion’s bold
eliptical stem

Black GA1006
White GA1008

Extend the table with
a simple twist of the
rotating top

B
12mm tempered glass
top on all tables

C

Tempered glass top on all tables
for both safety and durability

B

C

D

Stylish black or white
base with stainless
steel stems

This dining table looks
great with luxury fabric
dining chairs
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SEATS UP TO

8
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Cubic

A Cubic shelving
unit GL69001
100 x 40 x 131.5cm

10mm clear and smoked tempered glass. Walnut or oak drawers
with real wood veneer

B Cubic shelving
unit GL69002
50 x 40 x 131.5cm
C Cubic shelving
unit GL69003
100 x 40 x 73.5cm

A
Clear and
smoked tempered
glass perfectly
complements the
wood in this bold
geometric design

B

C

A practical and stylish
storage solution for
home or office

Beautifully-crafted
drawers in oak or walnut
real wood veneer
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Greenapple Systems Ltd
No 6 Curo Park, Park Street, Frogmore, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL2 2DD
t: 01727 872525 f: 01727 872929
www.greenapple.co.uk e: info@greenapple.co.uk

